Acoustic cue variability affects eye movement behaviour during non-native
speech perception: a GAMM model
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Abstract
Participants in the ‘visual world’ paradigm simultaneously
process both auditory and visual cues in order to match speech
to target images. Previous research has shown that when native
speakers listen to speech that has high within-category variability in the contrastive dimension, auditory perceptual uncertainty
increases, resulting in increased looks to competitor objects.
This suggests a cross-modal effect, where reduced reliability
in the auditory domain leads to increased search for evidence in
the visual domain.
The present study investigated the effects of withincategory acoustic variability on eye movements during the acquisition of a new acoustic dimension not present in the native
language, namely English speakers’ acquisition of lexical tone.
All participants heard a bimodal distribution of stimuli, with
distribution peaks at the prototypical pitch values for high and
mid tones; however, presentation frequency differed between
conditions: high-variance vs. low-variance. Based on previous
research, we expected lower uncertainty and better learning in
the low-variance condition.
GAMM models of eye movement data showed that withincategory acoustic variance increases perceptual uncertainty in
the auditory domain and hinders acquisition of a cue dimension.
The results also show a cross-modal effect: lower relibility in
the auditory domain leads to increased search for cues in the
visual domain, even when visual cues are held constant across
conditions.
Index Terms: speech perception, cross-modal effects, statistical learning, second language acquisition, Cantonese lexical
tone, visual world eyetracking, generalised additive mixed models (GAMMs)

1. Introduction
The organisation of acoustic cues varies substantially across
languages. Cue dimensions that are lexically contrastive in one
language may not be contrastive in another. Therefore, acquisition of a new language often involves learning to substantially
adjust cue weights (i.e. to adjust the degree to which various
cues in the signal are utilised, consciously or unconsciously)
for lexical contrasts. In some cases, this can pose significant
challenges. Expert knowledge of statistical regularities in one’s
native language can lead to expectations that hinder non-native
speech perception [1, 2]. Statistical properties that seem to play
a role in shaping cue perception include the number of distribution peaks along a cue dimension [3, 4, 5, 6], acoustic distance between peaks in a bimodal distribution [7, 8] and withincategory acoustic variance in a bimodal distribution [9, 10, 11].
Many recent studies have emphasised the role of variability
in shaping and reshaping native and non-native sound systems.

For example, early first language acquisition [12, 13] and second language acquisition [14, 15, 16, 17] seem to benefit from
multiple speakers, compared to a single speaker in the training
input. When there are multiple speakers, this increases variability in non-contrastive indexical dimensions, which seems
to have the effect of highlighting the relative invariance of the
contrastive dimensions. This is consistent with learning models,
which posit that learning involves not only acquisition of knowledge, but also learning to ignore irrelevant cues [18, 19, 20].
An aspect that has received less attention is variability
within contrastive dimensions. Acoustic studies suggest that
this variability may be an important factor in discriminating
sound contrasts. For example, for native English speakers, the
third formant (F3) is generally the most reliable cue to the /l/
and /r/ contrast [21]. F3 values cluster around the /l/ and /r/ productions with relatively little spread or overlap. While there is
some difference in the distribution of the second formant (F2)
between /l/ and /r/, it is highly variable, with a high degree of
overlap, and is therefore not a reliable cue for discriminating
between /l/ and /r/ [22]. In addition, in recordings of native
Japanese productions of English /l/ and /r/ [22], the F3 values
are highly variable and largely overlapping for /l/ and /r/ productions. This increased variance and category overlap corresponds
to reduced effectivenes of the cue for discriminating between
the /l/ and /r/ tokens produced by these speakers.
Nixon and colleagues [10] investigated the effects of variability within contrastive dimensions on the temporal dynamics
of perceptual uncertainty during native speech perception using
the‘visual world’ eyetracking paradigm [23]. In this paradigm,
participants see four pictures on the screen, hear a word and
are instructed to click on the picture corresponding to the word.
Nixon and colleagues found that, although the pictures were
identical in both conditions, effects of acoustic variance affected
visual processing. Effects emerged very early, in the first fixations of the trial. As auditory variability increased and speech
cues became less reliable, listeners looked around more, presumably in search of visual information to provide further support for partially activated candidates. The idea that listeners
were seeking additional evidence in the high-variability condition seems to suggest the appropriate conditions for adjusting cue weights, and perhaps increasing weights of previously
downweighted cues.
The present study investigates whether such withincategory acoustic variance also affects audio-visual processing
during acquisition of a new acoustic dimension in a non-native
language. This question is addressed by examining the effect
of within-category acoustic variance on eye movements during
native English speakers’ acquisition of a pitch cue (fundamental
frequency; f0) in a Cantonese lexical tone contrast. English does
not use f0 as a lexical contrast, and tone can be notoriously difficult for beginning learners of non-tonal languages [24]. Based

Thirty-seven native English-speaking students from the University of Western Sydney who had not previously studied any
tone language were recruited for the experiment for course
credit1 . Participants were tested individually in a soundattenuated booth.
2.2. Experiment design and stimuli
Visual stimuli were black-on-white line drawings of eight common objects. Auditory stimuli were four minimal pairs of midand high-tone words (e.g. gon mid and gon high). They were
real Cantonese nouns; however, the matching images were not
the true meaning in Cantonese. The purpose of using common,
very high-frequency objects was to reduce cognitive load in the
language-learning task. All auditory stimuli were recorded by
a male native speaker of Hong Kong Cantonese. Stimuli were
then resynthesised into a 14-step pitch continuum (e.g. gon mid
to gon high) using PRAAT [25]. One half of the continuum corresponded to the mid tone and one half to the high tone.
The number of times participants heard each token of the
continuum followed a bimodal distribution, with the two peaks
of the distribution corresponding to the prototypical f0 for the
mid- and high-tone stimuli, respectively. All participants heard
the same number of tokens; but the number of times they heard
each token differed between conditions, with greater spread
from the mean (statistical variance) in the high-variance versus
the low-variance distribution (see Figure 1). The experiment
consisted of 240 experimental trials, divided into six blocks of
40 trials, with breaks between the blocks. The order of presentation was pseudo-randomised for each participant.
2.3. Procedure
Participants sat at a viewing distance of 60 cm from a computer screen equipped with an SR Research Eyelink 1000 remote eyetracker. A chinrest and headrest were used to minimise movement. Stimulus presentation and data acquisition
were conducted using SR Research Experiment Builder computer software with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The session
began with ten practice trials to familiarize participants with the
experimental procedure. None of the images or auditory stimuli from the experimental block appeared in the practice block.
Each experimental trial began with a brief (1000 ms) presentation of four pictures, one in each quadrant of the screen. The
purpose of the preview was to reduce noise in the data by reducing the time and likelihood of participants scanning the images
at the beginning of the trial. The display always contained a
target, a competitor and two distractor items. The target (e.g.
gon mid, ’pen’) and competitor (e.g. gon high, ’apple’) had
the same segmental syllable, but differed in tone. The location
of each picture condition on the screen and their location relative to each other were randomised to avoid strategic effects.
1 Participants were not explicitly asked whether they had studied a
tone language, as this might influence the experiment results. Instead,
they were asked to list all languages they spoke or had studied, and were
screened if they did not meet this criterion.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the presentation frequency distributions
in the high-variance (black lines) and low-variance conditions
(blue lines).

The preview disappeared, followed by a gaze-contingent fixation cross to ensure participants were fixating the centre of the
screen at the beginning of the critical trial period. The pictures
then reappeared simultaneously with presentation of the auditory stimulus. Participants were instructed to select the picture
corresponding to the word they heard by clicking on it with the
mouse, and to guess if they did not know. They were given feedback (‘correct’/‘wrong’) after each trial. Participants were told
that this was a language-learning task, but were not informed
about the pitch or tone manipulation or the target language.

3. Analysis
Eye movement data were analysed using Generalised Additive
Mixed Models [26, 27, 28, GAMM] using the mgcv package
(version 1.8.13) in R [29, version 3.3.0]. Generalised Additive
Models (GAMs) are a type of Generalised Linear Model that
use smooth functions to model nonlinear effects of continuous
predictors. The ‘mixed’ in GAMMs refers to the inclusion of
random effects in addition to fixed effects.
GAM is a well-established method of analysis that is increasingly being used in the cognitive and language sciences,
and has been applied to EEG data [30, 31, 32, 33], eye movements in reading [34], reaction times [35, 36], articulography
[37, 38], acoustic analysis [39], temporal clustering of sociolinguistic variants [40] and dialectology [41]. Recently, it has also
been applied to eye movement data in the visual world paradigm
[10]. GAMMs have also been used to analyse single-image eye
movement data [42] and pupilometry [43].
GAMMs are a valuable method for analysing visual world
fixation data for several reasons, including their ability to capture nonlinear changes in eye movements over the course of the
trial and/or over the course of the experiment, the inclusion of
random effects to deal with repeated measures, and methods for
dealing with autocorrelation [10]. An important aspect of eyetracking data is how fixations change over time. In experimental
data sets, and especially time series data, autocorrelation can occur between data points [44]. In the mgcv package, functions
have been implemented to deal with autocorrelation in GAM
models.
Eye movement data were modelled as a continuous predictor of Euclidean distance of fixations from the centre of the target image. Because this gradient measure of distance includes

2 The partial effects tensors are modelled with the ti() function in the
mgcv package.
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Model comparisons showed that model fit was improved by including smooths for centred trial by condition (p <.001); target
position over time (p<.001); and nonlinear regression smooths
for time by trial by condition (p<.01); trial by pitch by condition (p<.001); time by target-competitor distance (p<.05); time
by pitch by condition (p<.01); and trial by time by pitch by
condition (p<.001). The model summary of the best fit model
is shown in the Appendix.
Figure 2 shows the difference between the high-variance
and low-variance conditions (high minus low) over time for
four representative centred pitch values, 3.5 (top left panel), 1.5
(top right panel), -3.5 (bottom left panel) and -1.5 (bottom right
panel). To examine the results of exposure to the two distributions, a trial near the end of the experiment (trial 230) is selected. Where the line is above 0 indicates when fixations were
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Figure 2: Smooth of the difference between the high-variance
and low-variance conditions over time for centred pitch values
3.5 (top left), 1.5 (top right), -3.5 (bottom left) and -1.5 (bottom
right). Time (ms) is on the x-axis. The difference (in pixels)
between conditions (high minus low) is on the y-axis. Trial is
set to 230 (centred trial 109.5). Random effects are removed
from these plots.
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data points where fixations have not reached the target image or
fall between images, it is more likely to pick up on uncertainty
effects, such as undershooting, hesitant or inaccurate oculomotor movements due to low activation or competing activations, compared to a categorical measure of within or outside
the interest area [10]. All predictors of interest were entered into
the initial model, and predictors that did not contribute to model
fit were removed. Model comparison was conducted by means
of χ2 tests of fREML scores, using the compareML function
in the itsadug package [45, version 2.2] in R. Because we
were interested in the time course of fixations over the course
of the trial, a continuous predictor of time was included. Data
was downsampled to 50 Hz to reduce autocorrelation between
data points. A 3200 ms window was selected for analysis, from
200 ms prior to to 3000 ms after auditory stimulus presentation.
To test whether there was a learning effect over the course of the
experiment, the model included a continuous predictor of trial,
centred around 0 (centred trial). To determine whether participants were using pitch as a cue to distinguish between target and
competitor images, the model included a continuous predictor
of pitch, also centred around zero (centred pitch). The centred
values ranged from -5.5 to 5.5, with the distribution peaks at
-3 and 3. Distribution variance was modelled as a two-level
factor, low-variance and high-variance. Previous research with
the visual world paradigm has shown that the location of the
target object on the screen significantly affects eye movement
behaviour [46, 10]. Therefore, a smooth for target position over
time was included as a control variable, a factor with four levels: top-left, top- right, bottom-left and bottom-right. Distance
between the target and competitor was also included as a control variable. Random smooths for subject over time and subject
over trial were included to account for differences between individual participants.
The initial model included intercepts for the two factor variables, variance condition and target position, and smooths (for
each of the main effects, time, centred trial and centred pitch)
and nonlinear regression lines2 (for each two- and three-way interaction) for each level of condition. A smooth over time was
also included for each level of target position. Random effects
were modelled with shrunk factor smooths. After running the
model, the model residuals were examined to check for autocorrelation. An AR1 model was included to account for autocorrelation in the residuals.
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Figure 3: Smooth of the difference between the high-variance
and low-variance conditions over the course of the experiment
for centred pitch values 3.5 (top left), 1.5 (top right), and -3.5
(bottom left) and -1.5 (bottom right). Trial is on the x-axis and
is centred around 0. The difference (in pixels) between conditions (high minus low) is on the y-axis. Time is set to 2500 ms.
Random effects are removed from these plots.
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significantly closer to the target in the low-variance compared to
high-variance condition. For both high and mid tones, fixations
are significantly closer to the target in the low-variance condition, compared to the high-variance condition. For the high tone
(pitch 3.5 and 1.5), this effect emerges early and increases over
the remainder of the trial period. Interestingly, there is a nonlinear effect of pitch over time: the difference between conditions
is greater and emerges earlier for the stronger cue, the higher
pitch value (3.5), compared to the pitch value closer to the category boundary (1.5). This is similar to the nonlinear effect of
pitch value that Nixon and colleages [10] found for native Cantonese listeners, reflecting the ‘perceptual magnet effect’. For
the mid tone (pitch -3.5 and -1.5), the low- and high-variance
conditions diverge later than the high tones: around 1 second
after auditory stimulus presentation for the mid tone, compared
to around 500 ms for the high tones.
The difference between the high-variance and low-variance
conditions over the course of the experiment is shown in Figure
3 for four representative pitch values (-3.5, -1.5, 1.5 and 3.5) at
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2500 ms. Interestingly, at the beginning of the experiment, the
distance from the target is greater in the low-variance condition
than the high-variance condition for all pitch values. However,
as the experiment progresses, the distance gets smaller, and by
the end of the experiment, the distance from the target is significantly smaller in the low-variance condition.
The summed effects are shown in Figure 4. The figure
shows a topographic plot of the Euclidean distance of fixations
from the target object in the low-variance (left panels) and highvariance conditions (right panels). Time (ms) is on the horizontal axis. Centred pitch is on the vertical axis: positive pitch values correspond to the high tone and negative values to the mid
tone. Distance from the target (in pixels) is on the z-axis and
is colour-coded. Higher values (warmer colours) indicate fixations were further from the target image; lower values (cooler
colours) indicate fixations were closer to the target image. The
key in the top right corner indicates the corresponding values
and z-limits. The panel rows show snapshots of trials throughout the experiment.
At the beginning of the experiment, fixations are further
from the target in the low-variance condition, compared to
the high-variance condition, for much of the trial. This effect
lessens and has largely disappeared by trial 100. For the remainder of the experiment, fixations become gradually closer
to the target in the low-variance condition. This becomes significant earlier in the low pitch values, as seen in trial 170. By
the end of the experiment, fixations are significantly closer to
the target in the low-variance condition for both the low and
high pitch values.

5. Discussion
The present study investigated the effects of within-category
acoustic variance on audio-visual processing during non-native
acquisition of a new acoustic dimension, that is, pitch (f0) in
a lexical tone contrast. Participants saw pictures of common
objects and heard minimal word pairs, differing only in lexical
tone. The tones were based on two Cantonese level tones, which
are distinguished by pitch height. Auditory stimuli were sampled from pitch continua corresponding to the words. Stimuli
were sampled according to a bimodal distribution. The critical
manipulation was the statistical variance of the distribution, i.e.
the amount of acoustic variability within the critical contrastive
dimension, pitch. Participants heard either a high-variance or
a low-variance distribution. Based on earlier studies investigating effects of variance in native language processing [9, 10], we
predicted that acquisition of the pitch cue would be better in
the low-variance condition. GAMM models of eye movements
showed that when variance was low, participants learned to use
the pitch cue better over the course of the experiment. The Euclidean distance between fixations and the centre of the target
picture reduced over the course of the experiment and, by the
end of the experiment, was lower in the low-variance condition,
compared to the high-variance condition.
The results demonstrate an interesting interplay between
auditory and visual cues. As variance in the auditory stimuli
increased, distance of fixations from the target also increased.
The increased distance is probably due to scanning the images
or fixating the competitor. This suggests that as the reliability of
the auditory cues decreased, participants increased their search
for visual cues, looking around more for verification from the
images. This was despite the fact that the image stimuli were
kept constant between conditions. This suggests that as perceivers, we adapt to the current input, including cross-modal

adjustments to make optimal use of multisensory input.

This result also provides new evidence that within-category
acoustic variance shapes nonnative acoustic cue acquisition.
Previous studies have shown that acoustic variance affects native speech perception, with increased variance leading to increased perceptual uncertainty [9, 10]. The present results show
that the same mechanism can also help shape acquisition of a
new acoustic dimension not present as a lexical contrast in the
native language.

Cue variance has been investigated previously in native
Japanese listeners’ learning of the English /l/-/r/ contrast [47].
Many native Japanese listeners have trouble attending to the
third formant (F3) cue - which native English listeners tend to
use to distinguish /l/ and /r/ - and rely instead on the less reliable second formant (F2). Using a video game as training over
several days, Lim and Holt[47] found that by presenting stimuli
with high variability in the F2 cue dimension and low variability in the F3 dimension, participants’ categorisation accuracy
significantly increased and cue weighting shifted towards F3.
The present study further contributes to our understanding of
the effects of acoustic cue variance in several ways. Firstly, it
directly compared the effects of high- vs. low-variance; the Lim
and Holt study compared the effects of high-variance training
to a control condition that did not involve exposure to English
words. Secondly, the present study investigated the very early
stages of acquisition , while the participants in the Lim and Holt
study were proficient English speakers. Lim and Holt’s participants had been studying English for at least 12 years and had
lived in an English-speaking environment for up to 2.5 years.
The present study investigated acquisition of a new cue dimension, not encountered before in a lexical contrast. Rather than
improving an already partially acquired contrast, participants
in the present study were experiencing both the language and
the tonal contrast for the first time. Thirdly, the present study
used approximately Gaussian distributions, whereas the Lim
and Holt study used flat distributions - four steps of F2 and
two steps of F3 - presented at equal frequency. Therefore the
present study makes an important contribution by directly testing effects of distributional variance in a Gaussian distribution
on acquisition of a new acoustic dimension.

While several recent studies have emphasised the facilitative effect of variability on learning [48, 16, 15, 17, 49, 12, 13],
it is important to distinguish between within-category acoustic variance in the critical dimension and variability in noncontrastive dimensions. Variability can lower cue weighting.
If that variability is in a contrastive dimension, it may hinder
discrimination.
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A. Appendix: Model summary
A. Parametric coefficients
(Intercept)
Condition=low variance
Target position = top right
Target position = bottom left
Target position = bottom right
B. Smooth terms
s(Trial, Cond = low)
s(Time, Target position = top left)
s(Time, Target position = top right)
s(Time, Target position = bottom left)
s(Time, Target position = bottom right)
ti(Trial, Time, Cond = low
ti(Trial, Pitch, Cond = low
s(Time, Targ-Comp distance)
ti(Time, Pitch, Cond = low
ti(Time, Trial, Pitch, Cond = low
s(Trial, Subject)
s(Time, Subject)

Estimate
322.4100
3.3199
15.4139
22.0030
39.1626
edf
1.0354
6.2715
8.0449
1.0793
8.5727
1.0069
2.5555
23.5304
5.1928
35.5535
65.8812
192.5677

Std. Error
4.6718
5.5110
2.8761
2.8691
2.8718
Ref.df
1.0607
7.2789
8.7142
1.0968
8.9101
1.0136
3.0838
26.4677
6.8190
45.8785
349.0000
349.0000

t-value
69.0122
0.6024
5.3594
7.6690
13.6368
F-value
33.6331
2.3811
11.7981
0.0068
19.5311
89.4874
3.8280
14.6500
3.2062
2.6620
0.3793
1.6864

Model summary for distance from target. Trial and Pitch are
centred around 0. In smooth terms, s=smooth, ti=nonlinear
regression line (tensor interaction).
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